Aptamer Technology in the Targeted Delivery of Doxorubicin
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Abstract

This review aims at giving an insight at some of the recent approaches in using the aptamer technology in formulating the chemotherapeutic agent, doxorubicin, so as to achieve its targeted delivery and reduce its non-specific cytotoxicity.

Introduction

Aptamers are short DNA or RNA sequences that mimic antibodies in their high affinity and specificity to their targets, owing to their unique three-dimensional structure Catuogno [1]; Plourde et al. [2]. These targets may range from small molecules up to whole tissues Plourde et al. [2]. Compared to antibodies, aptamers exhibit improved properties such as lower immunogenicity, higher thermal stability, rapid and large-scale synthesis, and lower production costs Plourde et al. [2]. The process of aptamer evolution and selection is achieved using systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX) technology Sampson [3].

Doxorubicin (DOX) is an anthracycline-based chemotherapeutic agent that causes cancer cell death through intercalation into DNA, preferentially binding to double-stranded 5′-GC-3′ or 5′-CG-3′ sequences, thus disrupting replication and transcription Meng et al. [4]; Catuogno [1]. DOX is widely used owing to its efficacy in fighting a wide range of cancers such as carcinomas, sarcomas and haematological cancers Carvalho et al. [5]. Owing to its limited solubility and poor non-selective biodistribution, treatment with DOX often results in severe damage to healthy tissues Meng et al. [4]. This led to preferentially accumulate in the heart causing life-threatening cardiotoxicity, in addition to inducing cytotoxicity in the brain, liver, and kidneys Carvalho et al. [5]; Tacar et al. [6].

Studies in drug formulations showed that conjugating aptamers to DOX reduced its cytotoxicity towards non-target cells both in vitro and in vivo, while maintaining a similar potency towards target cancer cells as the free drug Catuogno [1]. DOX was physically conjugated to multiple aptamers achieving successful cellular uptake and selective delivery to target positive cells, and therefore enhanced cytotoxicity of target cells and reduced toxicity of negative cells.

DOX-physical conjugates were formulated using A10 RNA aptamer, which binds to the prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) Bagalkot et al. [7]. The RNA aptamer EpDT3 specific against the cancer stem cell marker, epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM), was conjugated to DOX, and the conjugate achieved selective delivery of the drug and enhanced cytotoxicity to retinoblastoma cells, as compared to non-cancerous Müller glial cells Subramanian et al. [8]. DOX was also directly conjugated to MA3 DNA aptamer specific to Mucin 1 (MUC1) protein, which is overexpressed in most adenocarcinomas Hu et al. [9]. It was also conjugated to an anti-HER2 DNA aptamer, where the complex was found to preferentially bind to HER2-positive but not HER2-negative breast cancer cells Liu et al. [10].

AS1411 is a guanine-rich DNA aptamer that forms a stable G-quadruplex structure to specifically target nucleolin, which is overexpressed on tumor cell surfaces Zhang et al. [11]. This aptamer was used by Trinh et al. [12] to develop a novel drug-DNA adduct, where it was cross-linked to DOX using formaldehyde, maintaining the binding affinity of the original aptamer, and achieving hepatocellular carcinoma targeting.

Multiple approaches were undertaken to improve the properties of the DOX-physical conjugates. Aiming to improve the properties of the DOX-physical conjugates, Meng et al. [4]. Modified TLS11a, a DNA aptamer specific for human hepatocellular carcinoma cells, so as to include a long Guanine-Cytosine tail at its 5′ end. This led to increasing available DOX binding sites, hence achieving a higher DOX-aptamer, and ultimately enhancing the killing efficiency of
target cancer cells. In another attempt to broaden the range of the aptamer-conjugated DOX, two modified monovalent aptamers, sgc8c and sgd5a, were self-assembled to generate a bi-specific drug carrier with multiple drug loading sites for DOX. This bioconjugate showed bi-specific cell binding, drug delivery, and cytotoxicity in target cells in cell mixtures Zhu et al. [13].

Nanoparticle-Based Dox Bioconjugates

Among the advances that have been made in the past decades in the field of drug formulations is the use of nanoparticles (NPs) as carriers for targeted drug delivery. Their high surface-area-to-volume ratio allows delivering higher doses of drugs to target organs in a controlled release manner. In addition, they are suitable for administration of both hydrophilic and hydrophobic substances by various routes, they have improved biodistribution and preferential accumulation in tumors, using the unique pathophysiology of tumors Wang et al. [14]; Jabir et al. [15].

Gold Nanoparticles

Gold NPs are widely used in drug formulations owing to their favorable properties such as being non-toxic, biocompatible, highly stable, of small dimensions, and having a surface that can easily be functionalized to conjugate the targeting aptamers Catuogno [1].

Seeking to make use of these properties, Zhao et al. [16] managed to formulate a hollow gold nanosphere that was loaded with high payloads of doxorubicin (DOX). That surface of the sphere was chemically conjugated with RNA aptamers specific for CD30, a diagnostic biomarker for Hodgkin’s lymphoma and anaplastic large cell lymphoma. The formed bioconjugate was found to be pH sensitive, releasing 80% of the loaded DOX within 2 hours at pH 5, thus attaining targeted delivery to cancer cells, and having a minimal effect on normal tissue.

Another group adopted using gold NPs to co-deliver the photosensitizer TMPyP4 in addition to DOX Shiao et al. [17]. They were physically attached to the surface of gold NPs conjugated with the anti-nucleolin aptamer AS1411. The results revealed superior toxicity towards targeted cells than individual therapies. In an attempt to achieve dual targeting of both extracellular and intracellular receptors specific to tumors, DOX was immobilized on the surface of gold nanoclusters conjugated to the anti-nucleolin aptamer AS1411, in addition to a cyclic RGD specific to αvβ3 integrins over-expressed on the surface of tumor cells. This prodruug bioconjugate achieved enhanced tumor affinity, deep tumor penetration, and improved cytotoxic activity both in vitro and in vivo Chen et al. [18].

Magnetic Nanoparticles

Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs) are considered promising theranostic agents owing to facile modification of their surfaces to accept different targeting ligands, in addition to their magnetic properties which give them diagnostic value while using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technology Catuogno [1].

Making use of these properties, Wang et al. [14] managed to develop a theranostic system that was capable of targeting DOX to prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA)-positive prostate cancer cells, while functioning as an MRI contrast agent. This was attained by using the targeting aptamer A10, which was modified to bind to thermally cross-linked (TLC)-SPIONs. DOX was loaded by intercalation in the GC sequence aptamer and by charge interactions with TLC-SPIONs. Similarly, PSMA-positive prostate cancer cells were targeted using DOX-loaded SPIONs, using DNA-RNA hybrid A10-3-J1 PSMA specific aptamer Leach et al. [19]. DOX-loaded TLC-SPIONs were also bioconjugated to the PSMA positive targeting aptamer A10 RNA as well as DUP-1 peptide aptamer specific to PSMA negative cells, thus attaining dual targeting of PSMA positive and negative prostate cancer cells Min et al. [20].

Liposomes

Liposomes are spherical phospholipid bilayered structures that have the advantage of being able to encapsulate hydrophilic drugs in their aqueous core, as well as hydrophobic drugs in their lipid bilayer Catuogno [1]. Attempting to use liposomes in targeted delivery of chemotherapeutics, Xing et al. [21] formulated DOX loaded liposomes, and functionalized them with the anti-nucleolin aptamer AS1411. The results of this study showed improved targeted anti-tumor efficacy both in vitro and in vivo. Another group Baek et al. [22] developed a novel aptamer-liposome complex called aptasome, in which the aptamer-conjugated micelles were inserted into a liposome.

Here they used the anti-prostate specific membrane antigen (PSMA) A9 RNA aptamer to functionalize the DOX-encapsulating aptasomes. An interesting formulation was prepared by Chuang et al. [23], in which DOX as well as gold nanocages and the bubble generating agent ammonium bicarbonate (ABC), were encapsulated into a liposome conjugated to the anti-MUC-1 aptamer. Upon NIR irradiation, the gold nanocages generate localized heat, leading to ABC decomposition and production of carbon dioxide bubbles, triggering the release of DOX. This spatially controllable laser irradiation allows reduced non-specific toxicity. In a recent study, Plourde et al. [2] designed a series of DNA aptamer sequences specific to DOX, displaying multiple binding sites and various binding affinities. These DOX-specific aptamers were able to drive the drug into liposomes, thus achieving aptamer specific properties and liposomal controlled release.

Quantum Dots

Quantum dots (QDs) are nanocrystals with unique optical properties which can be conjugated to targeting ligands to generate molecular biosensors for real-time tracking and imaging Catuogno [1]; Savla et al. [24] managed to formulate QDs bioconjugated with MUC1 specific aptamer; targeting ovarian cancer. DOX was attached to the QDs via pH-responsive hydrazone bonds that undergo rapid hydrolysis in mildly acidic pH, thus providing stability of the conjugate in the systemic circulation and drug release inside cancer cells. Confocal microscopy and in vivo imaging of the complex revealed its preferential accumulation in ovarian tumors,
with higher cytotoxicity compared to the free drug. Aiming to achieve zero premature release in addition to targeted delivery of DOX, Zhang et al. [11] formulated a traceable and dual-targeted drug delivery system based on capping DOX-loaded mesoporous silica-coated quantum dots with a DNA hybrid of the antisense oligonucleotides, antimIR-21, coupled at the 3’ end of the AS1411 aptamer. This bioconjugate achieved aptamer guided targeted delivery via AS1411, and once inside the cell, antimIR-21 would bind by complementary base pairing to miR-21, which is overexpressed in various human cancers, activating caspase-dependent apoptosis. This competition of miR-21 to fully hybridize the anchored DNA triggers on-command release of DOX from the bioconjugate.

**Carbon Nanomaterials**

Single walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) represent a promising tool for targeted drug delivery owing to the ease of their enhanced cell membrane penetrability by clathrin-mediated endocytosis, high drug loading capacity, tunable bio-distribution and pharmacokinetic properties achieved by controlling the size, the surface chemistry, and the targeting groups. In addition, they exhibit good biocompatibility, water solubility, low-toxicity following appropriate functionalization Meng et al. [25]. Employing such properties, Yang et al. [26] developed SWNTs encapsulating DOX and conjugated to sgc8 aptamers that were caged by the hybridization to complementary DNA strands. Upon exposure to near infrared (NIR) laser, the two strands of the DNA aptamer dehybridize, allowing sgc8 to specifically recognize target cells. The dual-targeting capability and spatial specificity of this technique allowed reduced non-specific toxicity.

In summary, multiple approaches for doxorubicin targeted drug delivery have been developed using aptamers as targeting agents. Most of these studies have shown successful selective delivery of doxorubicin to targeted cancer cells and decreased non-specific cytotoxicity, in both in vitro and in vivo contexts.
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